Make your Life easier
Repair Center Solutions
Looking for Fast, Easy and Cost Effective Solutions to Repair your equipment?

Loaded with lots of assets’ management and challenged by patient flow optimization?

You often have a very short amount of time left to repair your equipment in a fast and efficient way, as patient monitoring and diagnostic cardiology equipment downtime can cost your hospital a significant part of your budget. To that purpose, GE Healthcare offers you, through its Repair Center, quick response and solution times which will improve your productivity and the availability of your systems.

Your GE Healthcare Repair Center at Your Fingertips!

Fast, cost-effective and hassle free! You ship your equipment (or you request a pick-up), we fix the unit and ship it back to you.

In addition, because we know how important it is for you to have continuous information, our Repair Center is now ONLINE. Through a personal dashboard, you can now look at the status of all your repairs, ask questions online, and give us direct feedback so we can continually improve our process to better serve you.

Now, you can easily handle your repairs with a very simple process, and check the status of your equipment whenever you want.

GE Healthcare Confidence and Quality you can count on

Using our Repair Center means that we can ensure a high quality of repair because no one can better take care of your equipment than our GE Healthcare engineers.

Why use Repair Center Solutions now?

Repair Center Solutions will provide you:

• Cost-effective repairs compared with traditional field services
• Repair tracking access with live status monitoring on the web
• Accessibility & communication with our repair center staff through our web application
• Continuous service delivery improvement through the recognized GE quality management tools.

Make your life easier!

to learn more about Repair Center Solutions in your country, please contact your GE Healthcare representative
About GE Healthcare

GE Healthcare provides transformational medical technologies and services that are shaping a new age of patient care. Our broad expertise in medical imaging and information technologies, medical diagnostics, patient monitoring systems, drug discovery, biopharmaceutical manufacturing technologies, performance improvement and performance solutions services help our customers to deliver better care to more people around the world at a lower cost. In addition, we partner with healthcare leaders, striving to leverage the global policy change necessary to implement a successful shift to sustainable healthcare systems.

Our “healthymagination” vision for the future invites the world to join us on our journey as we continuously develop innovations focused on reducing costs, increasing access and improving quality around the world.

Headquartered in the United Kingdom, GE Healthcare is a unit of General Electric Company (NYSE: GE). Worldwide, GE Healthcare employees are committed to serving healthcare professionals and their patients in more than 100 countries. For more information about GE Healthcare, visit our website at www.gehealthcare.com.
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